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Monte Carlo Code for the Damage of Bio-Molecules
Irradiated by X-Ray Free Electron Lasers:
Incorporation of Election Impact Ionization Processes
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In this paper, electron impact ionization processes are incorporated in our Monte Carlo (MC) code for the calculation of the damage of the Bio-Molecules by the irradiation of X-Ray free electron lasers (XFELs). The study of this
damage is useful for the analysis of three-dimensional structure of the Bio-Molecules using X-Ray free electron lasers because the damage appears as a noise for this analysis. The X-Ray absorption and Compton scattering processes
take place after the X-Rays irradiate the target. Then, an electron is produced from atoms and moves in the target.
This electron also gives rise to an electron impact ionization process for the other atoms or ions. It is assumed that
electron impact ionization processes occur only when the electrons cross a cross section, which is located at the place
of the atomic nucleus and is perpendicular to the direction of the electron velocity. The X-Ray flux, wavelength, and
pulses of XFEL light pulses treated here are 1020-21 /pulse/mm2, 0.1 nm, and 10 fs, respectively. We compare the frequencies of photo-electron impact ionization processes calculated by our MC code with those by rate equations. The
relationship of these frequencies with shapes of targets using various ellipsoids as a target is discussed.
KEYWORDS: X-Ray damage of Bio-Molecules, X-Ray free electron lasers, Monte Carlo, photo-electron impact
ionization, shape dependence

I. Introduction 1
The study of the damage and the destruction of
Bio-Molecules due to the irradiation of X-Ray free electron
laser (XFEL) light pulses is indispensable for the analysis of
three-dimensional (3D) structures using non-crystallized
single Bio-Molecules, which is one of the most noteworthy
application of XFEL light pulses.1–13) We define the damage
and the destruction as the ionization and the movement of
atoms in a target, respectively. This comes from the fact that
places of the atoms are and are not changed due to the
movement and the ionization, respectively. The change of
the places means that the reconstruction of the 3D structure
cannot be executed. The damage and the destruction mainly
occur through the following occurrences: (i) the atoms in the
target are ionized through the X-Ray absorption or Compton
scattering. (ii) From these ionization processes, free electrons, quasi-free electrons and ions are produced and move,
where we define ‘a free electron’ and ‘a quasi-free electron’
as an electron, which leaves from an atom, outside and inside the target, respectively. (iii) Quasi-free electrons
promote the ionization of the other atoms through electron
impact ionization processes. (iv) Other ionization processes,
such as Auger, also occur.
Before experiments of 3D structure start, simulations for
the damage and the destruction play an important role. We
have been developing the Monte Carlo (MC) code for the
calculation of the damage of Bio-Molecules or clusters due
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to the irradiation of XFEL light pulses.9,11) In this paper, we
incorporate electron impact ionization processes in our MC
code and discuss the relationship of shapes of targets with
electron impact ionization processes by treating various ellipsoids as the target.

II. Method of Calculations
We have developed MC code, which is different from ordinary particle simulation codes. In our MC code, we can
calculate the change of the electronic states of atoms in clusters or Bio-Molecules due to some atomic processes such as
X-Ray absorption ionization processes and the movement of
free and quasi-free electrons, which are produced from some
ionization processes.
Here, we treat model carbon clusters with various shapes
such as spheres and ellipsoids at a solid density (3 ×
1022/cm3). We decide places inside and outside the target
from the number and the density of atoms. Then, the places
of the atoms are assigned randomly on the condition that
they are located inside the target and that lengths among the
atoms are larger than 0.3 nm.
For the parameters of XFEL light pulses, it is estimated
that X-Ray fluxes around 1020 photons/pulse/mm2 and wavelength around 0.1 nm are required.1,4,6) In this paper, we
treat X-Ray fluxes of 1020 to 1021 photons/pulse/mm2, a wavelength of 0.1 nm, a pulse of 10 fs, and the number of
atoms of 100 – 8,000.
Ionization processes treated here are the X-Ray absorption (e.g., C + hν → C+ + e- ), Compton scattering (e.g., C +
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hν → C+ + e- + hν’ ), the electron impact ionization (e.g., C
+ e- → C+ + 2e- ), and Auger (e.g., C+* → C2+ + e- ), where
hν and hν’ are the X-Ray energies before and after the
process occurs, respectively. We calculate the change of
both of ionized and excited states of the atoms and the production of free and quasi-free electrons using rates or cross
sections of these ionization processes as a function of times.
We use the same rates or cross sections as those given by
ourselves,7,10) Bell el al.,14) and Henke et al.:15) The X-Ray
absorption cross sections (σxa) are calculated by Cowan
code16) where Hartree-Fock and Configuration Interaction
methods are employed. On the other hand, the cross sections
of Compton scattering (σCS) are determined by the
Klein-Nishina formula.17,18) Then, the rates of the X-Ray
absorption (Rxa) and Compton scattering (RCS) are given by
Rxa = I σxa /hν and RCS = I σCs /hν, respectively, where I
is the intensity of the X-Rays.19) Auger rates are calculated
using Cowan code.16) The cross sections of the electron impact ionization processes (σe) are given in the data given by
Bell et al..14) For the rate equations, we use the rates for the
electron impact ionization processes, that is, Re = Ne σe ve,
where Ne and ve are the electron density and the electron
velocity, respectively.19) In our MC code, we employ σe as
mentioned later.
The initial energies and velocities of electrons produced
from these ionization processes should be mentioned because they contribute significantly not only to the movement
of free and quasi-free electrons but also to the treatment of
electron impact ionization processes. (i) The X-Ray absorption processes: The initial electron energy corresponds to the
value that subtracted a bound energy (EB) of atoms or ions
from the X-Ray energy. Since the X-Ray energy treated here
is much larger than EB of H, C, N, and O, which are main
elements of Bio-Molecules, the initial electron energy is
almost the same as the X-Ray energy. (ii) The Compton
scattering: The values of the scattering angles, which determine hν’, are solved randomly by treating the Klein-Nishina
formula17,18) as a weighting factor and the initial electron
energy is hν – hν’. (iii) Auger: We employed the initial electron energy calculated by Cowan code.16) (iv) Electron
impact ionization processes: We calculate the initial electron
energy from the binary encounter dipole (BED) theory10,20)
or use of the data given by Nakazaki et al..21) After the initial
electron energy is determined, the initial direction of the
electron velocity is given randomly except for that due to
Compton scattering. In Compton scattering, the initial direction is determined from the electron energy, the scattering
angles, and the momentum conservation law.
We mainly employ our MC code. However, in order to
confirm the accuracy of the calculation by our MC code, we
also show the results calculated by the rate equations7,19,22)
aimed at the comparison.
The X-Ray absorption, Auger, and Compton scattering
processes are treated using our MC as follows:23) (i) just
when an XFEL begins to irradiate a target, we start the calculation and set the time of t = 0. We also set the neutral and
the ground states for ionized and excited states of all atoms
in the target, respectively. (ii) We prepare the transition rates

[Rifp (k)] of all the possible ionization processes according
to the ionized and excited states of all the atoms and random
numbers [NR (k)]. One random number is given to each atom
at the time interval between t and t + ∆t, where Rifp (k) and
NR (k) are the transition rate from the i’th state to the f’th one
due to the p’th ionization process and the random number
given to the k’th atom, respectively. (iii) Only when

∑∑
p

f

Rifp (k )∆t < N R (k ),

(1)

one process for the k’th atom occurs. When Eq. (1) is satisfied, the state where the ionization occurs is chosen
randomly among all the possible transitions using the respective Rifp (k) as weighting factors. (iv) The value of t
increases by ∆t and procedures (ii) and (iii) are executed. (v)
We reiterate procedures (ii) - (iv) until the XFEL light pulse
passes through the target.
As for the electron impact ionization process, the similar
method as that treated by Jurke et al.2,3) is employed. It is
judged that the process occurs only when a quasi-free electron crosses the area of a cross section according to an
ionized state of an atom or an ion. The center of the cross
section is located at the place of the atomic nucleus and the
cross section is perpendicular to the direction of the electron
velocity.
It should be noted that the production and the movement
of electrons depend on the initial values of the random
numbers (seeds) and that we can demonstrate the calculations of the damage and the electron distributions for
different pulses using different initial seeds for the random
number generated. We will show the results averaged by a
few hundred pulses in Section III.

III. Results and Discussions
Figure 1 shows the distribution of vz with respect to (vx2 +
vy ) where vx, vy, and vz are x, y, and z-components of the
initial electron velocities of electrons produced from (a)
X-Ray absorption, (b) Compton scattering, and (c) Auger
processes, respectively and we adopt the z-axis as the incident direction of XFEL light pulses. We treat a few hundreds
pulses as mentioned in Section II and when one process occurs, one point in Fig. 1 is added. For X-Ray absorption and
Auger processes, electrons are emitted in the isotropic directions. On the other hand, Compton scattering produces an
electron in front. The energies of electrons [∝ (vx2 + vy2 +
vz2)] due to X-Ray absorption remain almost constant values
and are larger than the energies of electrons produced from
Compton and Auger processes, while various energies exist
in the electrons produced from Auger and Compton scattering. In the distribution produced from Compton scattering
[see Fig. 1(b)], there are two lines, which are produced from
inner-shell (red points) ionization and outer-shell ionization
(blue ones), respectively.
A photo-electron is defined as an electron produced from
the X-Ray absorption. Photo-electrons often prompt the ionization of the other atoms in the target through the electron
impact ionization processes before they escape from the target. Here, we compare the frequency (Fpei ) of photo-electron
2 1/2
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impact ionization processes calculated by our MC code with
that by the rate equations in order to confirm the accuracy of
the electron impact ionization processes calculated by our
MC code. When we treat the photo-electron impact ionization in the rate equation calculations, we need to calculate
the averaged track length (rta). Here, a track length (rt) is
defined as a distance over which a photo-electron moves
from the production of it to the point where it escapes from
the target. The calculation of rta is executed as follows. (i)
We set the place of the production and the directions of the
velocity for a photo-electron randomly. (ii) At each site
where the photo-ionization is produced, rt is calculated. We
reiterate procedures (i) and (ii). (iii) We estimate rta by averaging over many values of rt. As a result, we have found rta
~ 0.75 × r0 for spherical targets, where r0 is the radius of the
target.
Figure 2 shows the comparison of the values of Fpei of
photo-electron impact ionization processes calculated by our
MC code with that by the rate equations for spherical targets
with the radius (r0) of 1 - 4 nm (100 – 8,000 atoms) and
X-Ray fluxes of 1020 - 1021 photons/pulse/mm2. From Fig. 2,
we have found agreement of 80 % to 90 % for both of the
values calculated by the two methods.
In order to study the shape dependence on Fpei, we employ not only spherical targets but also various ellipsoids.
Figure 3 shows Fpei calculated by our MC code and rta as a
function of lr, where lr is the ratio of the length of the major
axis with that of the minor one of a ellipsoid. We treat the
number of atoms of 2,000 (r0 is 2 nm) in the target and
X-Ray flux of 1020 photons/pulse/mm2 in Fig. 3. Both values
of Fpei and rta are normalized at lr = 1. We have found that rta
agrees well with Fpei as a function of lr. We have found from
Fig. 3 that Fpei decreases as lr becomes smaller. Namely, the
damage due to photo-electron impact ionization processes
becomes smaller according to the increase of lr, that is, we
may be able to reduce the damage, which appears as a noise
in the analysis of 3D structure, by choosing a target with
larger value of lr. When we employ rate equations, we need
to calculate rta for the target treated there and the place of the
production of photo-electrons should be located at rs = r0.
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IV. Summary
We have corporate electron impact ionization processes in
our Monte Carlo (MC) code for the calculation of the damage of Bio-Molecules or clusters. We compare the frequency
of photo-electron impact ionization calculated by our MC
code with those by the rate equations and we have found the
agreement of more than 80 % between them. The frequency
of photo-electron impact ionization processes decreases as lr
becomes larger, where lr is the ratio of the lengths of major
axis with that of a minor one in the ellipsoid. Namely, the
damage due to the photo-electron impact ionization
processes becomes smaller according to the increase of lr,,
that is, we may reduce the damage, which appears as a noise
in the analysis of the 3D structure, by choosing a target with
larger values of lr.
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(c)
Fig. 1 The distribution of vz with (vx2 + vy2)1/2 of the initial
velocities of electrons produced from (a) X-Ray absorption, (b)
Compton scattering, and (c) Auger processes
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Fig. 2 Frequencies of photo-electron impact ionization
processes as functions of (a) radius of the target and (b)
X-Ray fluxes. The methods of calculations are rate equations
() and Monte Carlo ().
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